


What do we actually mean by Design? Definitions abound 
in scholarly research publications, books, magazines and of 
course, Wikipedia and most people have their own personal 
definition of what they understand Design to be and the 
value of it.
 
To my mind, perhaps one of the best ways to contemplate 
Design is to imagine what the world and your life would 
be like without it. Almost everything we currently depend 
upon to make our lives easier and more pleasurable would 
be absent without Design as a concept. Design permeates 
modern life and is an essential element to culture and 
civilisation; without it we would no doubt survive and 
continue to exist, but, as humans, it is natural for us to want 
more than an existence, we want to live and enjoy life so 
our innate sense of creativity, utility, competition and desire 
for pleasure would soon return to the fore and Design again 
would take centre stage.
 
Design isn’t and cannot be simply about function and fitness 
for purpose, emotion too must come into play. The design 

entrepreneur and guru Terence Conran declared in 1985: “I 
have a taste for austerity and utility, but that’s certainly not 
to say I have no appetite for pleasure. Quite the contrary; I 
firmly believe that plain, simple things are superior to flashy, 
complicated ones, precisely because ultimately they are 
more pleasurable.” 
 
When something, anything is well designed you won’t just 
see it you will be able to feel it. Really great design will pull 
at your heartstrings and cannot be ignored whether that is 
a smartphone, a Website, a poster, a book or something as 
simple as a bowl.
 
Over the past three years our students, guided by our 
Design academic, technical and administrative and support 
Teams, have developed and reflected upon their own 
capabilities and passions and considered the nature of the 
professional world in which they will soon contribute to and 
have an impact upon. We wish all our graduates the very 
best and hope that they will continue to learn and develop 
and remain in close contact with us.
 

Antony Eddison
Head of Design

University of Sunderland
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BA (Hons) Advertising & Design

A D V E R T I S I N G
& D E S I G N



BA (HONS) ADVERTISING & DESIGN

The programme’s main aim is quite simple … to give its students the best possible start into 
the vibrant world of advertising. This course thrives on ideas, the more we can generate 
the easier the process becomes and the stronger our abilities become. Ideas are currency 
and they are crucial to the success of any creative.
 
We are a very industry focused which ensures that we continue to be relevant to the 
demands of the advertising landscape. Our strong relationships with some of the biggest 
names in the business afford us top quality guest speakers, exciting live briefs and 
invaluable regular portfolio surgeries. Students are constantly encouraged to seek agency 
placements.
 
This year has been our most prolific with regard to competition entries with submissions 
to YCN, Student Roses, D&AD, The Chipshop Awards, One Minute Briefs and Nivea. The 
students across all levels have demonstrated admirable enthusiasm and drive this year 
resulting in some genuinely engaging creativity.
 
Needless to say that I regard this year as a good year but it isn’t over yet, we are all very 
excited for our future prospects, not least that this year sees us back where we belong, 
setting the pace at D&AD’s New Blood Festival in London.

For more information about our Design courses check out our website:
www.sunderland.ac.uk/design

To view some of our work, go to: 
http://designshowcase.sunderland.ac.uk
www.pinterest.com/uniofsunderland/advertising-and-design

Keith Nevens
Programme Leader, BA (Hons) Advertising & Design
keith.nevens@sunderland.ac.uk
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Sann Dee Ng & Eu Jin Choong 

Keys to the World 
Campaign aims to bring a sense of belonging 
to AirBNB community, wherever they go.

Premier Pro, Illustrator, Photoshop, Flash

35creativeteam@gmail.com
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Katie Romvari

J2O Bottle Redesign
Redesign & advertise J2O to become more 
appealing to adults.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop, After 
Effects, Audacity, Corel Painter

07582388075
katieromvari@hotmail.co.uk

Steven Langman & Cameron  Murdoch

The Halo Trust-Break the Silence
An augmented reality press ad using 
Aurasma. (Please follow murdoch4 to 
activate within Aurasma).

Photoshop, After Effects

07551 906072    
cameronmurdoch4@gmail.com
07739 610497
stevenlang1man@gmail.com

Ryan Gibson

Get Real
A campaign dispelling common myths about 
HIV/AIDS in the UK. 

Illustrator, Photoshop

07709584338
r.d.g@live.co.uk
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Charlotte Hardy & Liam Bruce 

Agency Advisor 
Think trip advisor for Advertising Agencies, 
but better. Locate, rate and share your 
review of an agency. 

07985213911   
c.hardy@me.com   
07530842455
liambruce@live.co.uk  

Sally Leach & Michelle Collins

Self Promotion
The journey of how Hijack creatives 
came about.

Acrylic Card, Illustrator, Laser Cut

07837794791
shellsallyadv@hotmail.co.uk

David  Moody

The National Trust “Home from Home” 
Campaign
The campaign is to connect a new audience 
to feel at home in the woods.

llustrator, Photoshop , Hand drawn, 
Photography, Scanned Documents

07800642976
dmoodyadv5@gmail.com
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Aki Jay & Chriztay 
( Fong Chui Yin, Chuang Xin Yi )

Can Voice
Our ‘‘Can Voice’’ Idea for our WWF 
Campaign from D&AD brief with range 
of media. 

Illustrator, Photoshop, After Effect, 
Premiere Pro

07821864982
akichriztay@gmail.com

Emily Cook

A Proper Brew The Proper Way
A campaign for Yorkshire Tea.

Illustrator, Photoshop, After Effects

07762714900
Ylime29@hotmail.com



BA (Hons) Animation & Design

A N I M A T I O N
&  D E S I G N



BA (HONS) ANIMATION & DESIGN

Our students have worked exceptionally hard this year and have achieved some 
outstanding results, which you will see in this year’s exhibition. We have a range of 
animation techniques and creative concepts—from glass whales, short-sighted ghosts and 
zombies to aspiring astronauts, fish people, robotic cats, cosmic heroes as well as acutely 
observed work on relationships. Their work shows skills in 2D traditional and digital 
animation, cut-out, 3D and visual effects and effectively supports the ethos of a course 
that allows students to experience and learn a wide range of techniques and transferable 
skills, fundamental to a career in a constantly changing industry.
 
We have students who have gone on to successful employment with animation and 
games companies such as Studio AKA, Cartoon Network, CBeebies, CITV, Cosgrove Hall, 
Sumo Digital, Finger Industries, Utechnix and Rock Star North. We also have graduates 
who have won awards from the Royal Television Society and BAFTA.

For more information about our Design courses check out our website: 
www.sunderland.ac.uk/design 

A showcase of students’ work can be found on: 
http://designshowcase.sunderland.ac.uk
 
Ros Allen
Programme Leader, BA (Hons) Animation and Design
ros.allen@sunderland.ac.uk
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Salome Boccara

Pencil Heart
A personal look at the entertaining dynamics of real 
life relationships through caricature and animation.

Mixed Media, Printed Book, 2D Animation using 
Toon Boom Animate

07541743280
salomeboccara@gmail.com

Rosario Rivas Leal

Chasing Clouds
A fisherman hunts for a flying glass whale.

2D/3D using Toon Boom Animate, After Effects, Illustrator, 
Photoshop, Autodesk Maya

07522904379
Rosario.rivasleal@gmail.com
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Vylius Antanas Leonavicius

Astronaut
An office worker dreams of being an astronaut.

2D/3D using Toon Boom Animate, After Effects, Illustrator, 
Photoshop, Autodesk Maya

07840872698
leovantas@gmail.com
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Lauren Henderson
  
The Art of Gymnastics
A short animation, display of sports acrobatics using 
gymnast cut-out puppets.

2D, Traditional Cut-Out, After Effects

07735228407
Lauren_13_07@hotmail.co.uk

Ashpelea Sakr

Ahlaam
Taking an old, well-known story and recreating a unique 
adaptation of it.

2D Animation and Printed Book using Corel Painter, Clip 
Studio Paint, Toon Boom Animate, After Effects, BookWright

07780383713
ashs93@outlook.com

Robert Davidson

Body and Soul
A short-sighted tale of ghosts, zombies and aliens.

2D using Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects

07807306590
robbiedavidson1993@hotmail.com
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Jason Kwok

Cat Meets Robocat
Where a cat meets another cat of quite metallic proportions.

2D using After Effects, Illustrator, Photoshop, Flash

07713445769
jasonkwok1993@gmail.com

Marc Douglas Boyd

Challenge the Cosmos
Creatures from the Cosmos are being enslaved, Earth’s 
inhabitants have gone unnoticed…until now!

2D using Toon Boom Animate

07825625449
azuremarcus@talktalk.net

Keiran Menhams

Revenge Reflex
Part of a comic series about a former soldier looking for his 
son, and revenge.

Digital comic using After Effects, Illustrator, Photoshop

07523290953
Keiranm1993@hotmail.com



BA (Hons) Design: Multimedia & Graphics

jQuery.noConflict()(function($){

    “use strict”;

    //SCROLL TO
    $(‘nav’).on(“click”,”.scroll”, function(event){
        event.preventDefault();

        var selecteurScroll= $(this).attr(“href”);
        var Scroll = $(selecteurScroll);
        $(‘html, body’).animate({  
                scrollTop:Scroll.offset().top  
        }, ‘slow’);  
        return false;
    });

     //FILTRE 
          $(“#filtres”).on(“click”,”span”,function(e){
            var data= $(this).data(“affiche”);
            $(“#liste”).removeClass().addClass(“affiche-”+data)
          });
 
});

    var courant = $(‘#slider .slide:first-child’);

    $(‘#slider’).addClass(“slider”);

$(‘#navigation’).on(“click”,”a”,function(event){
    event.preventDefault();

    var selecteurDuSlide = $(this).attr(“href”);

    var slide = $(selecteurDuSlide);

    courant = slide;

    var conteneur = $(‘#slider .contenu’);

    var positionLeft = slide.position().left;

    conteneur.animate(
        {left: -positionLeft},
        {duration: 1000, queue: false}
    );

});

    $(‘#apres’).click(function(){

        if(!courant.is(‘:last-child’)) {
            var slide = courant.next();
            var selecteurDuSlide = $(this).attr(“href”);
            courant = slide;

            var conteneur = $(‘#slider .contenu’);

            var positionLeft = slide.position().left;

            conteneur.animate(
                {left: -positionLeft},
                {duration: 1000, queue: false}
            );

        }
    });

    $(‘#avant’).click(function (){

        if (!courant.is(‘:first-child’)) {
            var slide = courant.prev();
            var selecteurDuSlide = $(this).attr(“href”);
            courant = slide;

            var conteneur = $(‘#slider .contenu’);

            var positionLeft = slide.position().left;

            conteneur.animate(
                {left: -positionLeft},
                {duration: 1000, queue: false}
            );
        }
    });

});

D E S I G N : 
M U L T I M E D I A  & 
G R A P H I C S



jQuery.noConflict()(function($){

    “use strict”;

    //SCROLL TO
    $(‘nav’).on(“click”,”.scroll”, function(event){
        event.preventDefault();

        var selecteurScroll= $(this).attr(“href”);
        var Scroll = $(selecteurScroll);
        $(‘html, body’).animate({  
                scrollTop:Scroll.offset().top  
        }, ‘slow’);  
        return false;
    });

     //FILTRE 
          $(“#filtres”).on(“click”,”span”,function(e){
            var data= $(this).data(“affiche”);
            $(“#liste”).removeClass().addClass(“affiche-”+data)
          });
 
});

    var courant = $(‘#slider .slide:first-child’);

    $(‘#slider’).addClass(“slider”);

$(‘#navigation’).on(“click”,”a”,function(event){
    event.preventDefault();

    var selecteurDuSlide = $(this).attr(“href”);

    var slide = $(selecteurDuSlide);

    courant = slide;

    var conteneur = $(‘#slider .contenu’);

    var positionLeft = slide.position().left;

    conteneur.animate(
        {left: -positionLeft},
        {duration: 1000, queue: false}
    );

});

    $(‘#apres’).click(function(){

        if(!courant.is(‘:last-child’)) {
            var slide = courant.next();
            var selecteurDuSlide = $(this).attr(“href”);
            courant = slide;

            var conteneur = $(‘#slider .contenu’);

            var positionLeft = slide.position().left;

            conteneur.animate(
                {left: -positionLeft},
                {duration: 1000, queue: false}
            );

        }
    });

    $(‘#avant’).click(function (){

        if (!courant.is(‘:first-child’)) {
            var slide = courant.prev();
            var selecteurDuSlide = $(this).attr(“href”);
            courant = slide;

            var conteneur = $(‘#slider .contenu’);

            var positionLeft = slide.position().left;

            conteneur.animate(
                {left: -positionLeft},
                {duration: 1000, queue: false}
            );
        }
    });

});

BA (HONS) DESIGN: MULTIMEDIA & GRAPHICS

From apps addressing real-world problems such as 5-aside football management, and car-
seat safety; iPad games educating users about global warming and historical characters; 
magazines celebrating specific features of fashion and football; to campaigns highlighting 
social issues and challenge conventions, this year’s range of final year work reflects the rich 
diversity of the creative digital environment as well as the individual passion and vision of 
each student. Displaying an enthusiasm to keep pace with and explore developments of 
the design industry, this year’s Design: Multimedia and Graphics students have faced the 
twin technological and creative challenges of designing with, and for, a variety of changing 
digital media.
 
The students have coupled their digital knowledge with a clear commercial focus. Spurred 
on by the positive experience of pitching game design ideas to ShooFly, and presenting 
portfolio work to industry contacts at Employability Day, it is notable how all of the students 
have been keen to make the most of internal and external professional development 
opportunities. Ben Dixon’s work for the design and implementation of the Design Degrees 
website is just one example which is to be especially commended. By developing industry 
links, winning freelance work, presenting ideas to industry and gaining professional advice 
and feedback, each member of the group has used opportunities to develop themselves 
as fully-fledged creative individuals.
 
I wish them every success for their future. For more information about our Design courses check out our website: 

www.sunderland.ac.uk/design 

A showcase of students’ work can be found on:
http://designshowcase.sunderland.ac.uk
 
Dr Andrew Richardson
Programme Leader, BA (Hons) Design: Multimedia and Graphics
andrew.richardson@sunderland.ac.uk
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Andreas Nikolaou

Eureca 
A self-promotional identity.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07840420106
andreas.868@hotmail.com
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Matthew Wood

Rethread
A range of media for a charity that deals with 
sweatshop abuse.

Brackets, Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07722846139
mattgoatgraphics@gmail.com

Ben Dixon

Watt – Beyond the plug
Interactive website design: Watt is about understanding our 
energy limitations and adapting our usage.
http://wattpowers.it/

HTML, CSS, Javascript, Adobe CC

07815602870
bendixon-dixon@hotmail.co.uk
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Woody Taylor

Listen In App
A social music application that brings people together via 
broadcasting and group listening.

Illustrator, Photoshop

07403441265
woodyt18@gmail.com

Nikolaos Xenidis

Typography movie poster
A piece of a new visual typography that relishes words, 
instead of falling back on the usual photographic imagery.

Illustrator, InDesign

07849032235
nicktoki4@gmail.com
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Abby Currie

NouNou. Car seat App
An app which allows parents to learn about the 
correct car seats for their children.

Illustrator, Photoshop

07545907227
abbycurrie@hotmail.com

Lucy Branthwaite 

Jewel Journey – Ancient Egypt
An app designed for children to take them on a journey to 
Ancient Egypt.

Game Salad, Illustrator

07850023073
lucy-branthwaite@hotmail.co.uk



BA (Hons) Fashion Product & Promotion

F A S H I O N
P R O D U C T
& P R O M O T I O N



BA (HONS) FASHION PRODUCT & PROMOTION

This year’s graduating students have proved that not only is it important to devise and 
create a beautiful and desirable product—it must also reach it’s target market and be ahead 
of the rest. The combined study of fashion design, product and promotion means that our 
students have a broad awareness of the industry and can consider a wide range of job 
opportunities. In the last ten months our graduating students have secured roles such as 
buyer, assistant designer, merchandiser and brand and communication assistant with top 
fashion companies TopShop, Urban outfitters and Matalan to name but a few.
 
Among the enticing themes that have been explored this year are aircraft and engineering, 
the use of LED light in adaptable fashion and the effects of fracking on our environment! 
Quite a diverse selection, but that echoes the individuality and depth our students possess 
by the time they reach their final year.
 
On the following pages you will also see examples of new magazine concepts, brand 
extension ranges targeting the likes of All Saints and Urban Outfitters and completely 
original brands which have been devised and created specifically for this Final Major 
Project, such as Akela Tailoring, Spence&Bowe and Rocketeer Brigade.

For more information about our Design courses check out our website: 
www.sunderland.ac.uk/design 

A showcase of students’ work can be found on:
http://designshowcase.sunderland.ac.uk
 
Jill Kirkham
Programme Leader, BA (Hons) Fashion Product & Promotion
jill.kirkham@sunderland.ac.uk



Ashleigh Bell

Casio Threads
Limited Edition Spring/Summer menswear collection for the 
watch brand.

Illustration, Illustrator

07969631808
ashabella@hotomail.co.uk

Rebekah Clegg

REFLECT
Newcastle inspired digital print engineered with 
wearable technology.  

Photography, Digital Fabric Print, Garment Production

07717886179
rebekahclegg1@hotmail.co.uk

Ryan Graham

Man-Kind Magazine
As we plan to colonize Mars, this editorial 
presents a vision of the future of fashion.

Styling, Gel Lit Photography, Photoshop Post 
Production

07596845094
ryan-graham@live.co.uk
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4

Shauna Davis

Whoever said, Diamonds are a girl’s best friend didn’t own 
a horse!
Womens wear equestrian brand, looking at construction and 
experimenting with colour changing UV thread.

Illustrator, Photoshop Sewing Machine Vinyl cutter, Cintiq 
drawing tablet

07989251717
shauna.davis@ymail.com

Charlotte Dickinson

How Long is a Piece of Wool?
Knitted garments just like Granny used to make but with a 
modern twist!

Upcycled Woollen Garments

07759082959
lotty@hotmail.co.uk

Georgia Cotton

Caged
XADA is a luxury brand for Chainmail garments and 
accessories inspired by viking warriors with a glamorous twist.

07714854823
georgiacotton94@gmail.com
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Ashleigh Ellen Bradley 

House of Urban Outfitter
Re-branding of Urban Outfitters homeware range. 

07447509194
Ashleighbradley2015@gmail.com

Iulia Fagas

The God Warrior
A collection that combines soft and tough fabrics, inspired 
by the designer Yiqing Yin’s collections and medieval armour.

Garment Production, Illustrator

07871657740
fagas.iulia@yahoo.com
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Paige Gordon

Altitude: Thirty Thousand ft
Design of dress featuring brand name and logo from Thirty 
Thousand ft collection by Altitude.

Illustrator

07969452351
x-p-a-i-g-e-x@hotmail.com

Simone Hadjigeorghiou

Metamorphosis
Metamorphosis is depicted in the garment produced, 
of how butterflies emerge and transform into shapes 
of flowers.

Photoshop, Illustrator

07539445864
biha@hotmail.co.uk
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Emily Smithson 

Changing Landscape
A Tailored Menswear Collection 
incorporating Print Design, influenced by the 
controversial possible development of fracking.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07596486745
efsmithson1@gmail.com

Samantha Johnson

Feminism within Fashion
Fashion shoot for the brand Topshop, with a 
feminism theme.

DSLR Nikon Camera, Photoshop

07415638531
sam.j.15@live.co.uk

Lauren Grice

Gender Adjustable Styling – The HFS Collection
A unisex Ready-to-Wear collection, representing the 
equality of the sexes, in collaboration with HeForShe.

07478440499
laurenhaylee_grice@hotmail.co.uk
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Katrina Smith

The Aline Collection for Zara
A unique lingerie collection designed for fashion 
store Zara with the everyday woman in mind.

Pencil on brown paper, Photoshop

07527153788
Katrina.smith89@yahoo.co.uk

Alexandra  Fox

Gypsy Wanderer
Interchangeable bohemian influenced evening gown, 
suitable for red carpet events. 

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop, Word, Sewing Machine, 
Laser Cutting Machine, Banner Printer, Dye Sublimation/
Heat Press

07792220008
alexfox.94@live.co.uk

Janine Robinson

Lingerie by Marlies Dekkers
Launch of a new lingerie range for the designer 
Marlies Dekkers.

07990598218
janine.robinson1@icloud.com
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Kathrine Taylor

Rocketeer Brigade
A knitwear brand with a vintage sci-fi influence.

07845552954
kathrinelouisetaylor@hotmail.co.uk

Sophie Monaghan

Gareth Pugh Lingerie: Cicero Collection 
A lingerie collection for Gareth Pugh based upon the theme 
of Joan of Arc using metallic fabrics, leather and chains. A 
promotional piece of armour has also been created to launch 
the new collection. 

Garment Production Equipment, Illustrator, Photoshop

07972369648
sophie-jayne-m@hotmail.com
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Sara Marta Hrapsa 

Hana Wa Saku (Flowers will bloom)
A combination of digital Japanese inspired print with a 
modern take on the 1950’s dress. 

07842110916
mhrapsa@yahoo.com

Rachel Fisher

UpSIDE
I have created a magazine combining Fashion, 
Art, Design and Culture including a QR code that 
showcases a trend campaign.

Photography, InDesign, Photoshop

07403366252
Rachelfisher8816@yahoo.com
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Georgia Henderson 

Akela Tailoring
Akela Tailoring is a functioning company specialising in 
bespoke tailored shirts for men.

Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Laser Cutter, Fabric Printer, 
Dye Sub Machines, Industrial Sewing Machines

07983973734
georgiahenderson@hotmail.co.uk

Anushka McDonald

We Want That Wedding
Online bridal directory tailored to different types of brides.

Wix Website Creator, Photoshop, Illustrator

07949312860
anushkamcdonald@icloud.com

Grace Gatens

The Equinox Collection 
Line up of limited edition evening wear collection ‘Equinox’ 
for the brand, All Saints.

07449537696
gcg123@hotmail.co.uk
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Sara Patterson

The Beautifully Damned
A womenswear brand inspired by Floral Decay and 
New York City’s Skyline.

Digital Fabric Printing, Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07590308192
pattercakes1@hotmail.co.uk

Robyn Purvis

Anatomy is Destiny
This project was inspired by, the human skeleton, body 
structures and 3D fashion design.

07898303191
robynpurvis1816@hotmail.com

Amy McTaggart

‘Truth’ for Urban Outfitters
A plus size range for high street retailer Urban Outfitters 
range inspired by African culture.

07588522344
amyy.mctaggart@hotmail.co.uk
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BA (Hons) Graphic Communication

G R A P H I C 
C O M M U N I C A T I O N



BA (HONS) GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

Graphic communicators invite us to explore the social and cultural currency of an idea and 
to examine the breadth and depth of its meaning. Our work is defined by the needs of 
the brief, using the media most appropriate to the solution – print, screen, 3D, emerging 
technologies and neo-analogue techniques – and those most highly relevant to the 
contemporary graphic design industry. Projects seek to use the language and disciplines of 
creative, concept driven and responsible communication to enrich the design and cultural 
environments we inhabit. Frequently being more authorial basis and not necessarily 
driven by commercial interests, they may ‘take a stand’ or produce satire, or other broader 
communication outcomes, often intended to impact an audience ‘for the greater good’.
 
We have had a successful year with rolling placements at the popular cultural venues 
of Sage Gateshead and, more recently, Durham University Libraries. Employment and 
Graduate Internship has been excellent this year and some of the current cohort have 
been active in seeking freelance and placement activities alongside their studies. And a 
huge congratulations to Paul Dunn, who is soon to begin a position as Creative Product 
Developer with MTV in London. Say ‘Hi’ to SpongeBob for us…

For more information about our Design courses check out our website: 
www.sunderland.ac.uk/design

A showcase of students’ work can be found on:
http://designshowcase.sunderland.ac.uk
 
Graham Mitchell
Programme Leader, BA (Hons) Graphic Communication
graham.mitchell-1@sunderland.ac.uk



Rachel Andrews

Curiosity Self Branding and Identity
Rabbits are curious, they take inspiration from the world 
around them and forage for ideas.

Fineliner, Illustrator

07713906776
rachel_andrews1991@hotmail.co.uk

Inga Kutkaite

Project 'Shake It or Leave It'
This project was made to reflect the different types 
of handshake experience.

Illustrator

07474783338
inga.kutkaite@yahoo.com
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Connor Brady

Fringe Magazine
A magazine concept that focuses on emerging issues in 
health & medicine, demonstrated through clean infographics.

Illustrator, InDesign

07502336946
connorjamesbrady@gmail.com

Jenna Griffiths

Design for Less
A project esploring the issues around waste and 
mass consumerism.

Illustrator, InDesign

077568560826
jenna-griffxx@hotmail.co.uk
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Geno Spasov

The Ecological Footprint
A motion graphic that explores the footprint left by people; 
on the planet and its wildlife.

Cinema 4D, After Effects

07450271812
gnspasov@gmail.com

Ben Bradford 

I Believe in … Self Promotion A2 Poster 
A self promotional poster showcasing my personal 
design inspiration.

InDesign, Photoshop

07794720762 
Ben.Bradford.01@live.co.uk
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Hannah Irvin

Rhyme & Reason / Typography Project
Fire safety awareness poster.

InDesign, Photoshop

07502171510
hannahirvin@hotmail.co.uk

Sarah Dorward

A Static Change / A mood piece
Child abuse poster raising awareness and showing the 
loneliness and abandonment of the neglected child.

Canon DSLR Camera, Photoshop

07531630076
Sarahjayned18@aol.com

Stacey Barras

Motion 
An interactive music magazine to promote the music 
industry and challenges the decrease in magazine sales.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07949044695
staceybarras@hotmail.co.uk
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Neo Tse

Design for Less / Minimal Swatch design / Self-Branding
A collection of "saying more with less": showcased works 
only in shades of grey.

Photography, Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07450204925
neo0033@gmail.com

Paul Dunn

‘Idio’ – Editorial Piece & ‘Personal Branding’ – Logo Design
Clean, minimalist and straightforward designs using a playful 
tone, combining both shape and colour.

Illustrator, InDesign

07891 659720
p-dunn@hotmail.com
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Shannon Bedena McGivern

National Glass Centre
A seasonal piece designed for sale in The National Glass 
Centre, made from frosted Perspex.

Illustrator

07722327335
BedenaDesign@virginmedia.com

Johanna Ungeheuer

Words and Pictures. It's Not Rocket Science
Help guide to create an engaging narrative, using visual aids.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07455446144
jo.ungeheuer@virginmedia.com
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Jack Martin 

Dark Quarter / Editorial and Diagrammatic
An editorial magazine, using photography and 
diagrammatic work.

Illustrator, InDesign

07854569378
jackwillymartin@hotmail.com

Victoria Makepeace 

EVERYBODY SIGN
EVERYBODY SIGN is an educational resource kit 
aiming to exploit the learning potential of children 
and adults by the use of sign language and word 
familiarisation.

Illustrator, InDesign

07703591507
victoriamakepeace@icloud.com

John Arkell

Earth Project
A range of posters highlighting the threats to our 
fragile environment; by giving planet Earth a voice.

Photoshop, InDesign

07712 557 898  
jarkell.1992@hotmail.co.uk 
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Joshua Kerr

Equaliser Card Game
Anti-discrimination in sport card game for Equaliser, an anti-
discrimination in sport organisation.

Illustrator, Photoshop

07963144733 
joshua_krr1993@hotmail.com

Hayley Pritchard

Experiencing spring - Final Project
Image produced as part of the major project; Experiencing 
Spring 2015, focusing on my love of photography.

InDesign, Photoshop

hjpritchard93@gmail.com
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G R A P H I C
D E S I G N



BA (HONS) GRAPHIC DESIGN

On this programme, we aim to develop individual creative designers, thinkers and visual 
problem solvers. The course combines both theory and practice, allowing students to 
question their work and intentions. We encourage the use of both traditional and digital 
media and support this via workshops and a range of studio resources.
 
We have a group of very talented and creative designers this year, each demonstrating 
their individual design skills and approaches to solve everyday design issues and problems. 
The impressive array of projects covers a wide spectrum of the graphic design discipline. 
They range from advertising, branding, editorial design, packaging design, typography, web 
and app designs. Some projects include the branding of a Chinese Basketball team; a 
traditional board game that teaches children about the First World War; an mobile app 
that plays different kinds of music depending on your moods to a launch of a Victorian 
Night Circus.
 
I would like to congratulate all the students here. They all have brought something unique 
into the course and their work is a testament to their hard work and dedication to what 
they have achieved.

For more information about our Design courses check out our website: 
www.sunderland.ac.uk/design

A showcase of students’ work can be found on:
http://designshowcase.sunderland.ac.uk
 
Dr Manny Ling
Programme Leader, BA (Hons) Graphic Design
manny.ling@sunderland.ac.uk
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Peibei Zhong 
 
Ceyon Tea Room 
This is a poster about Ceyon tea room with the theme of 
‘enjoy culture’.

Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop

07410638504 
karenae@163.com

Huiling Yang

Guangdong Tigers Basketball Team
Rebranding promotion for the Guangdong Tigers Basketball Team from China.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop, 3D Max

07774751952
aiwoyhl@163.com
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Marie Walker

Clavus Nails Web Homepage
Website design for Clavus “Nails”.

InDesign

07572818935
rie123.mw@googlemail.com

Tamara McNab

‘Aces of the Sky: 
The Battle of Britain Edition’ board game.
A fun take on the Battle of Britain, to celebrate 
the 75th anniversary of WWI.

InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator

07516428417
tamara_mcnab@yahoo.co.uk
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Camilo Alfonso

Mantra
Mantra is an original, natural and ethical 
beauty brand; offering a wide range 
of massage therapies, as well as the 
opportunity for clients to purchase a variety 
of health related products to complement 
their treatment.

Richard Carpentier

Ignite Education 
A new cloud based  providing data and 
educational resources for primary and 
secondary schools.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07974230252
richardkcarpentier@yahoo.com
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Theresia Ing Sunardi

Vibe
Advertising campaign to motivate 
teenagers to exercise.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07472555510
theresiaings@gmail.com

Feyza Veli

Typhographic  Dictionary 
A Visual / Typographic dictionary for people 
of Cyprus.

InDesign, Photoshop, Photography 

07719196032
feyzaveli@windowslive.com
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Kuan Wang

Ninja Cat Noodle Bar
Branding for Ninja Cat Noodle Bar.

llustrator, Photoshop

07438977491
1032185374@qq.com

Mónica Costa

Advertising Concepts
Advertising campaign for ‘leaf’ 
washing-up liquid.

InDesign, Photoshop

07977859811
w@hotmail.com

Ailbhe Cashman

Cirque des Reves
Creating a visual language for the magical 
Victorian circus from Erin Morgenstern’s 
“The Night Circus”.

Pencil, Charcoal, Illustrator, Photoshop

07593324406
ailbhe.cc@gmail.com
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Chris Pall

Moodi 
Music Software which plays music to 
suit the user’s mood.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07859433407
christopherliampall@gmail.com
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Shauna Hambley

The Idle Man and Hambley & Co 
A collection of work which demonstrats my skills in editorial, apps, 
and surface design.

Indesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Canotype Paper

07415030752
Shaunahambley@icloud.com

Jenny  Little

Little Things...
Modern meets Vintage Craft Store selling 
my own products.

Illustrator,  Indesign, Photoshop 

jennylittle1992@yahoo.co.uk
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Xing Zhang

Application 
An online app providing saled of second-hand goods, 
life information and travel news for Chinese students 
living in the UK.

Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign, Dingdone Website, 
Dreamweaver (HTML)

07475096559
zhangyjxing@gmail.com

Leoni Cavener

Dating A Graphic Designer
An online dating App and Website for 
Graphic Designers with humorous 
facts and puns.

Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

07807642637
leonicavener@msn.com

Allison Jean Croton

Jump! Gymnastics
Website dedicated to the sport of 
Gymnastics; for gymnasts between the 
ages 10 to 20.

Drawing, Photography, Illustrator, 
InDesign, Photoshop

07855440607
allisonjeancroton@gmail.com



BA (Hons) Illustration & Design

I L L U S T R A T I O N
& D E S I G N



BA (HONS) ILLUSTRATION & DESIGN

At the University of Sunderland we encourage students to push the boundaries of illustration, 
to look for that extra magic in image-making. The course blends practice-based modules 
with those about the theory of design and history and traditional drawing techniques with 
state-of-the-art computer technology. The emphasis within the course is on developing 
the freedom to be creative through research with the skills and knowledge to turn this 
into successful illustration. We look at different ways of working as an illustrator through 
the type of modules and projects we offer such as creating graphic novels and children’s 
books, character development, packaging, fashion illustration, editorial, advertising etc. 
Traditional and digital media are taught, as are life drawing, typographic and design skills, 
professional practice and more.

This year’s students have produced work covering a variety of subjects from concept art 
to political commentary, children’s books to natural history, each student’s outcome being 
a successful result of concentrated working through the many obstacles presented in such 
an endeavour. Each piece of work you see is an achievement to be highly commended.
 
Through networking several students in this year-group have earned local placements 
and work experience within the industry and in two cases this has led to the offer of 
a permanent job. A number of students have exhibited their work at Seven Stories, the 
National Centre for Children’s Books in Newcastle. Other students are already working as 
freelance illustrators. 

For more information about our Design courses check out our website: 
www.sunderland.ac.uk/design 

A showcase of students’ work can be found on: 
http://designshowcase.sunderland.ac.uk

Alison Barratt
Programme Leader, BA (Hons) Illustration and Design
alison.barratt@sunderland.ac.uk
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Lauren Haywood 

The Princess and the Egg 
A children’s book aimed at children from the age 
of 8+. The story is based around a young female 
protagonist who finds a magical egg.

Graphite Pencil, Watercolour Paints 

07535711562 
lauren-haywood@outlook.com

Jasmine Terry 

Here Come the Girls
A fresh look at the design and redesign of female video 
game characters. 

Photoshop, Various Traditional Materials 

07806 931210 
jazzajazzjazz@gmail.com

Rebecca  Nelson 

Invisible wall 
Illustration depicting the two main 
characters portraying the main themes of 
romance, music and 
environmental issues.

Digital Clip Studio Paint 

07887532392 
Rebeccaillustration@live.com
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Alan Richardson

SPOT CHECK HOODIE
Hand drawn, crude, printmaking, skateboarding, danger, sex, drugs 
and punk.

Hand Drawn, Screen Print

07514019159
al_richy05@hotmail.co.uk

Anthony Storey 

Ukrainian Revolution 
An Illustrated wordless novel showing the timeline of the Ukrainian 
Revolution between 2013–14. 

Spray Paint on Stencil, Ink, Photoshop 

07502151710 
astorey24@hotmail.com
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Hanna Shepherdson

Dull District 
Conceptual piece illustrating a scene from a 
dystopian city.

Hand Drawn Sketch, Photoshop, 
Screen Printed 

07402004685
hannashepherdson@gmail.com

Jayne Melissa  Hughes  

‘Goodnight Monster’
A Picture book aimed at children aged 6+. The book is about a little girl who has 
a monster who is afraid of the dark, she must help her monster overcome his 
fear as she takes him through every room in the house!

Gouache, Fine liner, Watercolour, Paper, Mechanical Pencil, Coffee, InDesign, 
Photoshop

07880801786 
Jayne92.uk@hotmail.co.uk
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Jennifer Begley 

Encyclopaedia or Weird and Wonderful Animals and Plants 
Detailed illustrated encyclopaedia of weird and wonderful 
animals and plants. 
Printed on handmade cotton paper.  

Pen and Ink, Photoshop 

07578883988 
jenn-marie_1992@hotmail.co.uk

TrudyJameson

Moral Situations
Multiple short stories to create a book showing 
morals for children.

Traditional styles such as etching and painting 
along side with computer aided design

07954014371
trudy_Jamo@hotmail.com

David Jackson 

Origins 
A brief illustrated adaption of the Norse 
myths of creation. 

Charcoal, Pastel, Photoshop

07809226702 
jacksonmtlhd@hotmail.co.uk
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Katherine Williams 

Endangered Animal Giftware Range 
llustrations supporting endangered animals, which feature as part of 
a giftware range.

Watercolours, Inks 

07534638832 
katherine_williams@hotmail.com

Zoe Pearson 

The Jabberwocky
Illustrated book of the nonsense poem ‘The Jabberwocky’ by Lewis Carrol.
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Phillip Smith 

Thaerial 
A concept art book for a hypothetical game about conflict between native races and invaders. 

Photoshop, Sculptris Alpha 6, Fineliner, Watercolour, Ink 

07783 718113
phillipsmithillustration@hotmail.co.uk 
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Donna Hill 

‘Denderal’
A futuristic tale focusing on the power of humans fear of 
the unknown. 

Printmaking, Acrylic, Paint Pens, Photoshop

07517903431 
pandapawsdoodles@gmail.com

Jessica Tjia

Scary Monsters
Illustrated alphabets book focusing on fun 
activities. This book is about illustrated 
activities, which involve sports, in 
alphabetical order.

Fineliner, Photoshop

07716717241
Jessica_tjia88@yahoo.com

Annie Stokell 

The Great British Adventure—North East England 
An adventure around the North East, exploring different 
places and learning fun facts about the region.

Digital Media 

07972929618 
anniestokell@gmail.com
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Megan Flaherty

Life’s A Glitch
Clothing/merchandise range inspired by a 
mash–up of nineties culture, computer glitch 
art and iconic 90’s culture

NotePad ++, Hex Editor Neo, Photoshop, 
Illustrator, Glitchr

07803800317
meganfmelondesigns@gmail.com

Georgia Lovell

Sunshine Sally Concept Book
A concept art book for a horror game idea about 
lost toys. 

Inks, Finleliners, Photoshop, Paint Tool SAI, 
InDesign

07913914944
georgia.lovell92@hotmail.co.uk

Elizabeth  Moon 

The Fault of Nobodies  
A graphic novel featuring three heroes brought 
together through unlikely circumstances.

bg32bl@student.sunderland.ac.uk
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Stuart Taylor 

How Big Should I Dream?
A sweeping mass of people, pouring into the city to 
represent the sea of faceless people in a consumerist 
21st century.  

Pencil, Watercolour, Photoshop 

07743943292 
stuart.taylor15@hotmail.co.uk
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Ryan Branscombe

Tooth ‘n’ Nail
Originally spawned from a nightmare, this 
creature was inspired by the likeness of 
classic horror films. 

Pencil, Photography, Digital Media

Chloe Wilkinson

Dark Wolf
Treasury book containing 3 popular tales 
with dark undertones.

07449917183
chloeisobelle@msn.com

Dan Kennedy 

FMP Graphic Storybook
A Graphic Storybook about the difficulties of 
fighting different aspects of Bipolar Disorder.

Graphite, Sharpie, Photoshop

07758499120 
dankennedydesign@gmail.com






